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Between selling out arenas, presenting at the Grammy Awards, and dropping
mixtapes, BTS has still found time to release chart-topping hits like "Fake Love"
and "Idol." For these K-Pop icons, the best may still be yet to come. The Big
Book of BTS is the ultimate guide to all things Bangtan. Including more than 100
full-color photographs, fans are provided an in-depth look at the lives of RM, JHope, Suga, Jimin, V, Jin, and Jungkook. This keepsake explores their meteoric
rise, musical influences, unbeatable style, far-reaching activism, and bond with
fans. A must-have for ARMYs as well as new K-Pop fans everywhere!
STEP-BY-STEP: A Proven, Easy-to-Follow System to Starting a Wordpress Blog
from Scratch (Part 1: Technical Set up) You have thought about starting a blog,
but always put it off, because tech stuff really scares you? You often wondered
how top bloggers actually make money? - and what training they had to become
successful? Or you might be a freelancer / business owner trying to use the
internet to spread the word about your products and services? This book will
teach you how to start a cool blog the smart way - no prior experience is
necessary - and you might even have fun along the way…. Building a Foundation
for Blogging Success While some guides promise to get you started with a blog
in under an hour - or even 5 minutes - the reality is quite different. Like with
anything new there is a small learning curve and the occasional frustration. Sure,
you can rush through it and quickly set something up - without any design or
features. But that’s probably not a good success strategy. This book is not about
starting a “quickie” blog, but about building a solid foundation for long term
success. (Wordpress site). This includes advice from some of the most
successful bloggers in the world, like the guys behind ProBlogger, CopyBlogger,
Moz and BoostBlogTraffic who have generated a combined income of more than
50 Million Dollars through their blogs. A well-thought-out Strategy will get you
there a lot faster Starting a successful blog is not just about learning the technical
aspects. That is only the beginning - and even there your choices can make or
break you, right from the start. We will cover the different aspects you need to
consider for each of the 7 Steps described in this book, including choosing a
marketable domain name, a good hosting company, mailing list services - and
monetizing strategies. You will find that - with a few pointers - starting a
successful blog is - by far - not as complicated as you might think. Though it will
take more than just an hour…;-) Thanks to an amazing software called
WordPress, it has become very easy to start and manage a blog without paying
expensive designers or learning complex “code”. If you are comfy with MS Word,
a Wordpress site will be a breeze… More importantly, it will soon become fun to
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design your own Wordpress site and update it yourself. You might even help
others to start their Wordpress blog…. This book follows a proven 7-Step formula
with numerous screenshots to illustrate each step. It will give you the tools to get
started with your new Wordpress blog in easy-to-understand language and
provide you with a massive resource chapter for further training. Here is what you
will learn: Step #1: What is WordPress and why do all successful bloggers use it?
...and why you should avoid third party platforms like Blogspot/Blogger, Weebly,
Wix, etc. at all cost!! Step #2: Web Hosting - Finding a good home base for your
blog Step #3: Creating your Brand - Choosing and registering your domain name
Step #4: WordPress Set up: - A first look at your site & features Step #5: Pick a
Theme - Styling your site to awesomeness Step #6: Plugins, Mailing Lists &
Google Analytics - Turning your blog into a performance ninja Step #7: Blogging
& Marketing Training - Learning from the MASTERS Would You Like To Know
More? Download now and learn how to start your blog today! Scroll to the top of
the page and select the BUY button.
This comic ebook presents "Little Nemo - The Complete Comic Strips (1905 1914) by Winsor McCay": 422 full color comic strips in ultra high definition (ca.
1700 pixels by 2200 pixels) for your eReader. Little Nemo is the main fictional
character in a series of weekly comic strips by Winsor McCay that appeared in
the New York Herald and William Randolph Hearst's New York American
newspapers respectively from October 15, 1905 – July 23, 1911 and September
3, 1911 – July 26, 1914. The strip was first called "Little Nemo in Slumberland"
and then "In the Land of Wonderful Dreams" when it changed papers in 1911.
Although a comic strip, Little Nemo is far from a simple children's fantasy; it is
often dark, surreal, threatening, and even violent. The original set-up of the comic
revolved around the nightly dreams of a little boy named Nemo (meaning
"nobody" in Latin). The purpose of his early dreams was to reach 'Slumberland',
the realm of King Morpheus, who wanted him as a playmate for his daughter,
Princess Camille. The last panel in each strip was always one of Nemo waking
up, usually in or near his bed, and often being scolded (or comforted) by one of
the grownups of the household after crying out in his sleep and waking them. In
the earliest strips, the dream event that woke him up would always be some
mishap or disaster that seemed about to lead to serious injury or death, such as
being crushed by giant mushrooms, being turned into a monkey, falling from a
bridge being held up by slaves, or gaining 90 years in age. Later on, when Nemo
finally did reach Slumberland, he was constantly being woken up by Flip, a
character who originally wore a hat that had 'Wake Up' written on it. Flip would go
on to be one of the comic's seminal characters. Other notable recurring
characters included: Dr. Pill, The Imp, the Candy Kid and Santa Claus as well as
the Princess and King Morpheus. Certain episodes of the strip are particularly
famous. These include the Night of the Living Houses wherein Nemo and a friend
are chased down a city street by a gang of tenement houses on legs; the Walking
Bed, in which Nemo and Flip ride over the rooftops on the increasingly long limbs
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of Nemo's bed; and the Befuddle Hall sequence, wherein Nemo and his friends
attempt to find their way out of a funhouse environment of a Beaux-Arts interior
turned topsy-turvy. McCay's mastery of perspective, and the extreme elegance of
his line work, make his visions graphically wondrous.
Human beings are competitive. We want to know who is the strongest, who is the
richest, and who is the cleverest of all. Some situations, like ranking people
based on height, can be ranked in objective ways. However, many "Top Ten"
lists are based on subjective categorization and give only the illusion of
objectivity. In fact, we don't always want to be seen objectively since we don't
mind having a better image or rank than deserved. Ranking: The Unwritten Rules
of the Social Game We All Play applies scientific theories to everyday experience
by raising and answering questions like: Are college ranking lists objective? How
do we rank and rate countries based on their fragility, level of corruption, or even
happiness? How do we find the most relevant web pages? How are employees
ranked? This book is for people who have a neighbor with a fancier car;
employees, who are being ranked by their supervisors; managers, who are
involved in ranking but may have qualms about the process; businesspeople
interested in creating better visibility for their companies; scientists, writers,
artists, and other competitors who would like to see themselves at the top of a
success list; or college students who are just preparing to enter a new phase of
social competition. Readers will engage in an intellectual adventure to better
understand the difficulties of navigating between objectivity and subjectivity and
to better identify and modify their place in real and virtual communities by
combining human and computational intelligence.
At the start of the twenty-first century challenges to the global hegemony of U.S. culture
are more apparent than ever. Two of the contenders vying for the hearts, minds,
bandwidths, and pocketbooks of the world’s consumers of culture (principally, popular
culture) are India and South Korea. “Bollywood” and “Hallyu” are increasingly
competing with “Hollywood”—either replacing it or filling a void in places where it never
held sway. This critical multidisciplinary anthology places the mediascapes of India (the
site of Bollywood), South Korea (fountainhead of Hallyu, aka the Korean Wave), and
the United States (the site of Hollywood) in comparative dialogue to explore the
transnational flows of technology, capital, and labor. It asks what sorts of political and
economic shifts have occurred to make India and South Korea important alternative
nodes of techno-cultural production, consumption, and contestation. By adopting
comparative perspectives and mobile methodologies and linking popular culture to the
industries that produce it as well as the industries it supports, Pop Empires connects
films, music, television serials, stardom, and fandom to nation-building, diasporic
identity formation, and transnational capital and labor. Additionally, via the juxtaposition
of Bollywood and Hallyu, as not only synecdoches of national affiliation but also
discursive case studies, the contributors examine how popular culture intersects with
race, gender, and empire in relation to the global movement of peoples, goods, and
ideas.
Critical theory and popular wisdom are rife with images of surveillance as an intrusive,
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western liberalism. Hollywood-dominated global media has long promulgated a
geopoliticized east-west axis of freedom vs. control. This book focuses on Asian and
Asia-based films and cinematic traditions obscured by lopsided western hegemonic
discourse and—more specifically—probes these films’ treatments of a phenomenon that
western film often portrays with neo-orientalist hysteria. Exploring recent and historical
movies made in post-social and anti-Communist societies such as China, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Vietnam and South Korea, the book picks up on the political and economic
concerns implicitly underlying Sinophobic and anti-Communist Asian images in
Hollywood films while also considering how these societies and states depict the issues
of centralization, militarization and technological innovation so often figured as
distinctive of the difference between eastern despotism and western liberalism.
As opposed to back-end web development which deals with servers, front-end web
development focuses on the end users' interactions with a website on a browser. A
skillful front-end web developer knows more than just the basics of HTML, CSS and
JavaScript. Going beyond the major web-based languages, this book represents an
attempt to compile all the knowledge needed to become a professional front-end web
developer. The reader will be introduced to more than 200 web extensions,
frameworks, tools, and libraries, along with a complete illustration of all Web APIs
known to the world today. Overview: Chapter 1: Development Environments Chapter 2:
HTML 5.2 Chapter 3: Bootstrap 5 Chapter 4: CSS 3 Chapter 5: SEO Chapter 6:
Cordova Chapter 7: SVG Chapter 8: ECMAScript 2020 / ES11 Chapter 9: HTML DOM
Chapter 10: Advanced Web APIs Chapter 11: jQuery 3.5 Chapter 12: Extensions and
Tools Chapter 13: Canvas Chapter 14: WebGL ** special note: this book partially
overlaps with two books by the same author: 1) Web Coding Bible (18 Books in 1) 2)
An Effective Guide to Modern JavaScript (ECMAScript 2017 / ES8)
Summary Sass and Compass in Action is the definitive guide to stylesheet authoring
using these two revolutionary tools. Written for both designers and developers, this
book demonstrates the power of both Sass and Compass through a series of examples
that address common pain points associated with traditional stylesheet authoring. The
book begins with simple topics such as CSS resets and moves on to more involved
topics such as grid frameworks and CSS3 vendor implementation differences. About
this Book For 15 years, we've been using CSS to patiently paint the web by hand. No
more! Sass and Compass add scripting and a library of components to standard CSS
so you can simplify stylesheet authoring, automate tedious tasks, and add dynamic
styling features to your pages. Think of Sass and Compass as power tools that allow
you to paint with remarkable speed and precision. Sass and Compass in Action is a
hands-on guide to stylesheet authoring using these two revolutionary tools. This
practical book shows you how to eliminate common CSS pain points and concentrate
on making your pages pop. You'll begin with simple topics like CSS resets and then
progress to more substantial challenges like building a personal stylesheet framework
to bundle and reuse your own approaches and opinions. Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
What's Inside CSS for desktop and mobile web apps Loaded with examples and
reusable techniques Authors are Sass and Compass creators and core team members
About the Authors Wynn Netherland is a full stack web developer who co hosts The
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Sass core team. Brandon Mathis is a passionate professional web designer with deep
Sass skills. Nathan Weizenbaum is the creator and lead developer of Sass. Table of
Contents PART 1: GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH SASS AND COMPASS Sass and
Compass make stylesheets fun again Basic Sass syntax PART 2: USING SASS AND
COMPASS IN PRACTICE CSS grids without the math Eliminate the mundane using
Compass CSS3 with Compass PART 3: TUNING FOR PRODUCTION Spriting From
prototype to production High-performance stylesheets PART 4: ADVANCED SASS
AND COMPASS Scripting with Sass Creating and sharing a Compass extension

Write & Publish an Amazon Kindle Bestseller in the next 30 Days! Updated 2019
Version! Sound to good to be true? Well, with the right strategy and proper
research before you start, it is absolutely possible, even if: - you are not a writer have no marketing experience - don’t have a large following yet As a 10-time #1
Bestselling & Top 100 Business Author, Gundi knows a thing or two about writing
& publishing bestsellers. All her books reached #1 within just a few days of
publishing and over time, she developed a Step-by-Step, proven and easy-tofollow System that helped many first time authors around the world reach #1
within weeks and even beat out famous authors like Tim Ferriss, Hal Elrod, John
Grisham and Liz Gilbert and - best of all - it can help YOU do the same! "Kindle
Bestseller Publishing" is part of the “The Sassy Way…..when you have NO
CLUE!” series, that teaches Internet Marketing to total beginners. You might not
think of Kindle Publishing as a marketing tool, but it is actually: One of the fastest,
most efficient ways to build a following online! For your blog, your social media
platforms, your business or any service you are offering. In addition, KINDLE
PUBLISHING offers the following BENEFITS: - The Prestige of being a published
- or even Bestselling - Author - Instant Authority in your Field - New clients and
customers on auto-pilot who will trust you a lot more, because you have already
proven yourself - Passive Income - Automatic List Building. Email marketing is
widely considered the most powerful marketing technique of all, more than
Facebook and Google Ads combined. Publishing a book on Amazon can help
you build your mailing list on auto-pilot - and Amazon even pays you to do it…..
This book will teach you STEP-BY-STEP how to go from zero to published - and
- possibly a Bestseller! It is NOT an in-depth WRITING COURSE although some
basic instructions and tips are provided. “Kindle Bestseller Publishing” focuses
on the Marketing aspects of publishing a book on Amazon and in particular, what
it takes to reach Bestseller status - the “science” behind it. Important areas that
will be covered include:: - Researching profitable Book Ideas - Understanding
Amazon’s Algorithm and how new readers can find you - How to optimize your
meta data, including your book title to trigger Amazon’s algorithm to promote
your book heavily - Category and Keyword Research and how Bestseller ranking
on Amazon works - How to market your book during Launch Week and much
more…. Are you ready to write and publish your first Bestseller? Then, scroll back
up now and hit the BUY Button
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The Routledge Companion to World Cinema explores and examines a global
range of films and filmmakers, their movements and audiences, comparing their
cultural, technological and political dynamics, identifying the impulses that
constantly reshape the form and function of the cinemas of the world. Each of the
forty chapters provides a survey of a topic, explaining why the issue or area is
important, and critically discussing the leading views in the area. Designed as a
dynamic forum for forty-three world-leading scholars, this companion contains
significant expertise and insight and is dedicated to challenging complacent
views of hegemonic film cultures and replacing outmoded ideas about
production, distribution and reception. It offers both a survey and an investigation
into the condition and activity of contemporary filmmaking worldwide, often
challenging long-standing categories and weighted—often politically
motivated—value judgements, thereby grounding and aligning the reader in an
activity of remapping which is designed to prompt rethinking.
Since the 1990s there has been a dramatic increase in cultural flows and
connections between the countries in the East Asian region. Nowhere is this
more apparent than when looking at popular culture where uneven but
multilateral exchanges of Japanese, Korean, Taiwanese, Hong Kong and
Chinese products have led to the construction of an ‘East Asian Popular
Culture’. This is both influenced by, and in turn influences, the national cultures,
and generates transnational co-production and reinvention. As East Asian
popular culture becomes a global force, it is increasingly important for us to
understand the characteristics of contemporary East Asian popular culture, and
in particular its transnational nature. In this handbook, the contributors theorize
East Asian experiences and reconsider Western theories on cultural globalization
to provide a cutting-edge overview of this global phenomenon. The Routledge
Handbook of East Asian Popular Culture will be of great interest to students and
scholars of a wide range of disciplines, including: Cultural Studies, Media
Studies, Communication Studies, Anthropology, Sociology and Asian Studies in
general.
Seoul is a colossus both in its physical presence and the demand it places on
any intellectual effort to understand it. How did it come to be? How can a city this
immense work? Underlying its spectacle and incongruities is a city that might be
described as ill at ease with its own past. The bitter rifts of Japanese colonization
persist, as does the troubled aftermath of the Korean War and its divisions; the
economic “Miracle on the Han” that followed is crosscut by memories of the
violent dictatorship that drove it. In Seoul, author Ross King interrogates this
contested history and its physical remnants, tacking between the city’s
historiography and architecture, with attention to monuments, streets, and other
urban spaces. The book’s structuring device is the dichotomy of erasure and
memory as necessary preconditions for reinvention. King traces this
phenomenon from the old dynasties to the Japanese regime and wartime
destruction; he then follows the equally destructive reinvention of Korea under
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dictatorship to the brilliant city of the present with its extraordinary explosion of
creativity and ideas—the post-1991 Hallyu, the Korean Wave. The final chapter
returns to questions of forgetting and memory, but now as “conditions of
possibility” for what would seem to underlie the present trajectory of this
extraordinary city and culture. Seoul can be read, King suggests, in the context of
the hybrid ideas that have characterized Korean cultural history. It may be their
present eruption that accounts for the city of contradictions that confronts the
contemporary observer and that most extraordinary of Korean phenomena: the
rise of an alternative, virtual world, eclipsing both city and nation. Has the very
idea of Korea been reinvented even as the weakly defined nation-state slips
away?
Accelerate your code writing skills with over twenty programming patterns that will make your
code easier to maintain and scale About This Book Optimize your web application for
production use Build views and controllers with minimal effort that will evolve with your
application Learn how to maintain a MeteorJS project while it is running in production Who This
Book Is For This book is for developers who have already had an introductory course with
Meteor. Basic knowledge of web development is recommended. What You Will Learn Use of
Jade, Stylus, and CoffeeScript to speed up web development Increase productivity by
leveraging the best packages in the community Optimize your site for load speed with
advanced publishers and subscribers Leverage the aggregation framework to produce results
with big data Master the intricacies of front-end development using Jeet, Bootstrap, CSS
animations, and more Optimize your site for search engine visibility Secure your site with
Meteor's best practices Track the live status of your application, ensuring all errors have been
taken care of In Detail With the increasing interest in NodeJS web applications, a new
framework, Meteor, has joined the ranks to simplify developer workflows. Meteor is one of the
few open source frameworks that has received funding since its early development stages. It
builds on ideas from existing frameworks and libraries, offering developers an easy way to
develop a prototype app. At the same time, it gives them the tools and flexibility to build a fully
fledged production app. Meteor is the weapon of choice for start-ups in today's world. Meteor
Design Patterns cuts through the jargon that most websites play with and gets to the point with
simple solutions that will boost your development skills. We start off with a refresher on the
basics of JavaScript programming such as templates, CoffeeScript, the Event Loop, and the
Merge Box, amongst others. You then learn how to map real-world data and optimize the
data's publishers to output data with the least amount of work done by the server with some
subscribe and publish patterns. Next, using front-end patterns, you will learn how to create
maintainable and trackable forms, and make our site crawlable by any search engine.
Following this, you will see how to optimize and secure the web application and maintain
applications without breaking other features. Finally, you will learn how to deploy a secure
production-ready application while learning to set up modulus, compose with Oplog tracking
and SSL certificates, as well as error tracking with Kadira. Throughout the book, you will put
your skills to practice and build an online shop from scratch. By the end of the book, you will
have built a feature-rich online shop. Style and approach The book is a practical handbook on
how to build an e-commerce web app using Meteor. Every topic ties into the webapp to easily
illustrate the concepts that you are learning about.
A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE to optimizing your website and blog posts for SEO and RANK IN
GOOGLE Have you ever wondered how websites end up on page 1 in Google - and.... why
your site isn't there? Does it just "happen"? Is it luck? Do you need to know someone at
Google? Or...... are there actual techniques that can help you get to #1? The good news is:
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there are! Marketing
The Art of Ranking
Google6is called SEO and people who do it well, make a LOT
of money! Why? Because the higher you rank, the more people will visit your site = potential
customers -> the more money you can make. SEO is a form of internet marketing, just like
Google or Facebook Ads, yet a lot more effective and stable once set up - and in the long run,
far less expensive! For blogging purposes, SEO is next to Kindle Publishing the most effective
strategy to grow an audience long term - and also, to market affiliate products (=monetize your
site). And you need to start from Day 1. - This is the one technique you cannot put off for later!
This book will take you as a complete novice and take you step by step through: What SEO is
all about? The main techniques and strategies to start ranking in Google and how even as a
total beginner you can start employing them from day 1. The pitfalls and dangers along the
way (Google Penalties) How to structure your Posts for optimal ranking chances How to
structure your overall Site for optimal Google recognition Basic - but effective Backlinking
strategies Social Media Implementation Most of all - this book will help you understand what it's
really all about and why it is so important to employ SEO techniques from day 1! This is the
one technique you cannot put off till later and while you might feel overwhelmed in the
beginning with all the new things to learn, this book will make it painless and easy to get
started with minimal time input. Go back to the TOP to purchase - see your there....;-)
Are you looking for a journey that will take you through this amazing obok, along with funny
comments and a word puzzle? Then this book is for you. Whether you are looking at this book
for curiosity, choices, options, or just for fun; this book fits any criteria. Writing this book did not
happen quickly. It is thorough look at accuracy and foundation before the book was even
started. This book was created to inform, entertain and maybe even test your knowledge. By
the time you finish reading this book you will want to share it with others.
This insightful and often humorous work presents the evolution of YA lit in an appealing way,
making it equally useful for students of literary studies.
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